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Presented here are the construction and application of a compact bench-top time-resolved Kerr
magnetometer (TR-MOKE) to measure the magnetization precession in magnetic thin films and
lithographically patterned elements.
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EXPERIMENT

SPECIFICATIONS:
*Time Resolution: 35 to 50 (ps)

*Spatial Resolution: 2 to 3 (um)

*Applied pulse risetime: 60 (ps)

*Maximum delay time: 40 (ns) at 0.5 (ps) time step
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The time-resolved Kerr rotation
signal from a permalloy dot
(1diameter, 50nm thickness)
(top panel) and the corresponding
FFT spectra are shown.

SEM micrographs of the permalloy nanowire
(left panel) and arrays of microdots (right
panel) deposited on a Au strip line.

The pulse shapes of the incident
and transmitted electrical pulses.
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The time-resolved Kerr rotation from a
permalloy nanowire (left panel) and the
corresponding FFT spectra (right panel)
in the geometry as shown in the figure.

Static hysteresis loops measured by longitudinal
MOKE from the nanowire (left panel) and the
microdot (right panel) in the geometry as
shown in the figure.

The schematic of the complete benchtop TR- MOKE
magnetometer. The dotted arrow shows proposed
arrangements while the solid arrows correspond to the
existing arrangements. (b) The synchronization scheme
between the pump and probe pulse is shown.
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A photograph and schematic of the
folded structure of the strip line.

INTRODUCTION
The burgeoning interests and applications in nano-
science and technology have seen the development of
many nanocharacterization tools in recent years.
On the other hands, the recent advancements of
magnetization and spin dynamics and spin electronics
have generated intense interest in imaging the dynamics
at fast time scales with high spatial resolution..
The TR-MOKE microscope provides a very high
spatial-temporal resolution and prevails above its
competitors when “spatial × time resolution” is
considered as a figure-of-merit．
Optical probing combined with electronic pumping has a
greater appeal due to better time-resolution and for its
non-destructive nature.
Having applied this technique to measure the
time-resolved dynamics from a permalloy nanowire and
a microdot showing typical precession of magnetization
and gyrotropic motion of magnetic vortex core.
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TR-MOKE Measuring Equipment

A High Speed Magnetization Analyzer

Model BH-TR950


